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FOREWORD

Objectives

The aim of this handbook is to give a concise but
comprehensive overview of interactive multimedia development and
specifically Compact Disc Interactive.

Intended Audience

This handbook is primarily intended for producers who
consider developing CD-i titles. As a non-technical introduction,
it focuses as much on creative issues as on the technology, while trying
to avoid jargon as much as possible.

Structure of the Handbook

After a brief introduction to interactive multimedia,
such as CD-i and CD-ROM, and their applications, the focus of this
handbook, CD-i development, is discussed in 7 conventional phases.
Concept creation, interaction and interface design and specifications
form the foundation of multimedia title development in general.
The section on asset creation, which is to some extent CD-i specific,
discusses production pathways, tools and techniques for creating
graphics, audio and MPEG video. Special attention is given to the
authoring process and tools for creating the application software.
Following is the integration of the assets and the software,
together with testing and debugging to prepare
the title for replication.

A separate chapter is devoted to the roles
and skills involved in creating interactive multimedia.
Finally, the support services Philips Media offers to developers are
discussed, including some useful addresses for more information.
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Chapter

INTRODUCTION

Since the beginning of the decade,

Initially spearheaded by a pioneering

Today, those who want to take part in

interactive and multimedia have become

community of developers,

this media revolution are confronted

major buzzwords in the business and

the multimedia trend has now also

with a bewildering mass of standards,

entertainment world. Traditionally

attracted the interest of entertainment

platforms and production

separate media, such as print, music

giants who see a great potential in this

technologies. The aim of this

and film, are now fused in multimedia

melting pot of technologies.

handbook is to provide a first

products, creating new modes of

In this process, media producers are

encounter with interactive

experience. Thanks to ongoing

faced with the need to adapt their

multimedia, focussing specifically on

technological developments, users can

methods and learn new skills.

Compact Disc Interactive. It explains

choose to trade passive experience for

16 mm film was followed by video,

the creative options, the technical

active control over the content, style

which is right now superseded by

features and the production pathway

and depth of their information and

Digital Video. The switch from

of a CD-i from concept to finished

entertainment. User interaction with

analog to digital is universal, as is also

programme. In between, it discusses

media has evolved from choosing a

witnessed by the audio and print

production hardware and software

radio station or a television channel to

industry, requiring a continued effort

and tries to shed some light on the

actively participating in the course of

to keep abreast of these evolutions.

multitude of multimedia standards.

an individual program.
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Chapter

2
INTERACTIVE MULTIMEDIA

CD-ROM, CD-i, 3DO, CD32 are

A derivative, the Compact Disc +

significantly in market terms,

only a few of the many competing

Graphics (CD+G), followed soon

the Video CD (White Book).

multimedia platforms. Their common

after, combining the audio with some

feature is that they combine several

analog still images that could be

CD-i and CD-ROM

media such as still images, video,

played back via a television screen.

The two most common multimedia

audio and text in a computer

At the end of the 1980's, a new use for

formats on CD are CD-ROM and

programme which can play them back

the CD's hitherto unmatched capacity

CD-i. This section points out the

simultaneously and which allows the

of 650 MB was found: data storage.

differences.

user to interact with them through

The standard which ensued was the

various controllers such as joysticks,

Compact Disc Read Only Memory

• compatibility

mice and trackerballs. In all these

(CD-ROM), defined in the Yellow

The CD-ROM Yellow Book standard

examples the programme content is

Book, which was extended with the

specifies the layout of the sector,

supplied in the form of a compact

CD-ROM XA (eXtended

the basic unit of a CD file, while

disc.

Architecture) format.

additional standards like ISO 9660

Over CD-RO M's data storage

(PC) and HFS (Mac) define directory

Compact Disc Formats

capacities, CD-ROM XA allowed the

and file structures. CD-ROM is

The Compact Disc as delivery medium

addition of images and audio.

platform-specific, creating a

for multimedia programmes has its

As CD-ROM was not particularly

compatibility problem.

roots in the early 1980's, when Philips

bound by stringent standards or

A Sega CD-ROM will not run on a

proposed the shiny, 5 inch disc as the

associated with closely specified

PC nor on a Mac or an Amiga.

replacement for vinyl audio records.

platforms, Philips, Sony and

Since the foreseeable future would not

The Compact Disc Digital Audio

Matshushita sought to avoid

bring immediate compatibility

(CD-DA) was specified in the Red

compatibility problems by creating a

between computer platforms,

Book as a disc that could hold 72

CD format that could be played back

Philips created a dedicated platform

minutes of PCM audio.

universally on a single, userfriendly

for interactive multimedia, CD-i.

platform. In 1991, they jointly

The Green Book standard was

announced the Compact Disc

specified to ensure worldwide

Interactive (CD-i), defined in the

compatibility of all CD-i discs on all

Green Book. CD-i combined text,

CD-i players. A sales representative

graphics, audio and, in 1993,

can now prepare a presentation on

also video in an interactive format.

CD-i and be certain that it will play

Later additions to the growing CD

on any CD-i player, wherever he

family were the Kodak Photo CD,

happens to be.

defined in the Orange Book, and,
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• playback systems

often rely heavily on buffer memory

audio and video data on the Compact

CD-ROM's typically play on personal

and just-in-time strategies to hurry all

Disc. This mapping is achieved

computers with a host of extensions,

audio, video and data assets to the

through interleaving audio, video and

and are suitable for personal desktop

host's processing unit on time.

data. This process could be compared

use. CD-i is a black box solution,

Since buffer memory is finite, most

with the production of a video film,

requiring a single connection to any

multimedia titles on computers need a

where audio and video are recorded in

television screen and an operation

break to erase material from memory,

a synchronised way on the same tape;

which requires no computer skills

locate new materials, and load them

the data is distributed over the CD-i

whatsoever.

into RAM in the desired sequence.

disc in the form of realtime files to

The simple setup and inexpensive

One of the consequential

ensure that it is synchronously

hardware make CD-i eminently

disadvantages is that it is very difficult

delivered to the screen, at the user's

suitable for family use or POI and

to correctly synchronize and maintain

command.

POS applications.

these audio and video or graphics

In contrast, non-realtime files contain

sequences on CD-ROM.

only one type of data and no

• disc structure

By contrast, CD-i is a television

interleaved data of different types.

CD-ROM was originally a data storage

medium, the domain of uninter-

CD-RO M's work only with non-

format for high volume archiving and

rupted delivery. It must use so called

realtime files.

data distribution replacing floppy

realtime sources.

discs, storing data in a similar way

CD-i Applications

using directories, subdirectories and

• realtime files and

files. Soon after, CD-ROM was also

non-realtime files

While still a young industry,
applications for interactive

used for multimedia programmes due

Most CD-i data is not first stored in

multimedia already abound, both for

to its high capacity and low cost

buffer memory after reading, awaiting

professional and consumer markets.

reproduction. Multimedia assets on

the right moment for playback.

Current applications include:

CD-ROM are saved, just like data on

The unique CD-i feature is that it

a floppy disk, in discrete directory

delivers the data realtime, meaning

paths, with no direct connectivity to

that it plays back video and audio as

one another. Indeed, these assets are

they are read from the disc. To achieve

known as a collective unit only to the

this, the delivery of audio and video

retrieval programme. By consequence,

programming must be planned in

they are lined up in sequence only

advance in order to guarantee that all

when called for. Although this is a

the information gets to the CD-i

very simple and straightforward

player's processors in time.

approach, PC-based multimedia titles

This requires careful mapping of the

The Producer's Handbook for Multimedia Authoring on CDMi
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• training

• reference

These are just a few from the ever-

Training applications can simulate real-

Multimedia encyclopediae, atlasses,

growing range of applications that

life situations in a selfpaced learning

catalogues and works of art, offer fast

environment, tailoring the training

retrieval of diverse content in a

process to the individual user's needs.

context-sensitive search environment.

• presentations

• movies, music videos

Interactive multimedia are often used for

There is an increasing international

multi-level, multi-lingual business-to-

catalogue of feature films, concerts

business presentations, yearly reports

and music videos available on

and other corporate communication

Compact Disc.

already exist.

forms.

• points of information,
points of sale

• games
The games range is growing fast with

The user can click his way through

adventures, conversions of popular

interactive city guides and catalogs,

arcade games and sophisticated

features and benefits of products

interactive movies.

choosing destinations or other
selections of particular interest.

• 'edutainment '
Education for the whole family is now
made fun with the endless visual and

• networked applications

Breaking the boundaries of the CD-i

interactive capacities of multimedia,

disc, interactive multimedia can now

combining pleasure with information.

reach the user via networks,
for applications such as homeshopping, Video on Demand.

a
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The CD-i Player

The CD-i player can function as a

In addition, the tele CD-i Assistant

The CD-i player connects to a television

stand-alone unit in the home or a

reports the customer's purchasing

with or without a touch screen,

kiosk, but it can also be connected to

habits to the host database, so your

and playback can start. A CD-i player

a central database via the tele CD-i

business can learn individual customer

plays back CD-i's, Audio CD's,

Assistant, a modem which connects

preferences. The Assistant can then

Photo CD's, and with an optional

the player via its serial port to a

advise the user on what to look out

Digital Video cartridge Video CD's

telephone line. There is a set of

for accordingly, and the marketing

and CD-i's with full motion video.

software functions available to

loop is completed.

The player is a fully autonomous

programmers for adding tele CD-i

computer with its own operating

functionality to their application.

system, processors and internal

Since the functions use very little

memory. For extensions, it has a serial

processing power and memory,

port that can be connected to a

they won't interfere with the main

keyboard, a printer and other I/O

programme. Uploading/downloading

devices that may be put to several

information from a central location

uses, like keeping track of statistics.

opens up new perspectives such as

For instance, by integrating particular

home shopping, telebanking and mail

software functions in the CD-i

order price updating and ordering.

programme, it can monitor variables,
the results of which can then be
printed.
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THE PRODUCTION PATHWAY

..l THE CONCEPT

Producing a multimedia title is not
something that can be planned neatly in

media? Can it generate related
products in other media or

advance. Typically, many decisions

The first step in any production

will be revised throughout the whole

process is the concept. In the case of

merchandising?

process due to unanticipated

multimedia, this may be an idea for a

• the scope

problems or possibilities.

business application, a game, an

How big or complex is the title going to

Consequently, few producers have

interactive training, a tele CD-i

be? Does it require specific

been able to develop a title in the neat

application or any other possibility

programming techniques or visual

linear fashion implied by the

waiting to be unlocked by a creative

effects? Will you have to use any

conceptual model in the figure below.

mind. In the concept phase, questions

existing material for which licenses

In practice, many of these phases will

such as the following are considered:

have to be paid?

often overlap. However, this diagram
gives an overview of the phases in the

• the audience

Structuring your ideas will be useful

production, and it forms the

Who is the audience of this disc?

in the case you have to convince a

backbone for this chapter.
concept

Are they games players, professional

potential sponsor that your concept is

users, customers, employees, children,

worth developing. It will also provide

women, the whole family?

a sound basis for making financial,

design
specifications

commercial and technical decisions.

• the aims
What is the aim of the title?

asset production
integration & testing

Will it entertain, educate, train,
inform, persuade or exhort?

Prototyping
To make the concept come truly alive,
a prototype showing some sample
screens and links between them can be

acceptance testing
replication & release
The CD-i production pathway

• the interactive approach

of great benefir. Various tools are

Why do you want to present the subject

available for this purpose, e.g.

interactively? Is this the best way,

HyperCard, MacroMedia Director,

resulting in the biggest added value

or the CD-i Authoring system on Mac

for the user?

or PC, MediaMogul.

• the commercial appeal
What will be special or eye-catching

'I THE DESIGN

about this title? Does it compare

I 0

favourably with existing products,

After you have fine tuned the concept,

or has it some special value over other

the design of the title can start.

The Producer's Handbook for Multimedia Authoring on CD-i

Multimedia design is a new profession

for instance, an introductory overview

• technical aspects

and it fuses a wide range of traditional

of a machine operating procedure may

The Compact Disc's 650 MB of memory

existing talents and skills: cognitive

best be presented in a video sequence,

will have to be allocated to the

psychology meets video engineering

while the in-depth explanation

different media used on the disc.

meets visual arts meets computer

following could be a sequence of still

The section on asset production lists

programming. Multimedia design is

photographs with a voice over,

the memory requirements of various

an open-ended discipline and there

alternated with text screens listing

media. Since some assets use

are no hard-and-fast rules to work by.

question-and-answer options.

proportionally more memory than

Anybody working in this field can

The design document describes and

others, a calculation of the total

attest that we have only begun to

storyboards each module separately,

memory requirement quickly reveals

discover how to design multimedia.

indicating the media required.

whether all assets will fit on the disc or

There is one indispensable rule,

not. The technical description also

though: A good multimedia title

• the interactive flow of the title

gives an idea of the production effort

design balances creativity with

The modules that make up the

and cost involved in creating and

thorough insight in the technical

programme have to be linked in some

encoding the assets and writing the

possibilities of the medium designed

way so the user can navigate through

application software that will link the

for. Interactive multimedia files only

them. Depending on the purpose and

assets and run the programme.

come alive when they are technically

the subject, the interactive complexity

well implemented.

of a title may vary. A slide show for a

To draw up the design document,

business-to-business presentation,

the project manager brings together

The Design Document

for instance, may be more or less

the team of specialists who will be

Creative and technical views on the

linear, although some screens might

working on the title. The views of the

subject matter of the title are merged

offer the possibility to branch to an

various specialists ensure that the

in the design document,

illustrative video sequence.

design is realistic and feasible.

the translation of the concept in the

A CD-i connected to a modem,

blueprint for the title.

presenting an interactive bookshop

The design document describes:

might benefit from a higher level of
interactivity, e.g. hyperlinks allowing

• the modules of the title

the user to jump from one book to

The subject matter is structured in

other works on related subjects.

separate topics or groups of topics,

The interactive structure can be

specifying for every topic a media mix

illustrated with a flowchart to give an

that most effectively presents that

overview of the modules and the links

topic. In a training programme,

between them.
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3 SPECIFICATIONS

The Project Plan
In this stage, the project manager can

The Production Plan
When (part of) the assets have been

draw up a project plan, setting

While the design document offers an

specified, the project manager can

milestones for the following phases in

overview of the title, the various parts

draw up a production plan specifying

the project. The project plan usually

still need to be specified thoroughly

the production and testing strategies,

includes a budget breakdown,

for the actual production.

as well as the production environment

task assignments and the reporting

that is required.

The Asset Specifications

and review procedures.

All the assets in the design document are

More Information

further specified so they allow the

Not only are more and more books

team members to plan their part of

appearing on the market explaining

the production and understand

multimedia design, but a number of

exactly what to create.

institutes around the world are

4 ASSET
PRODUCTION
On the basis of the specifications, the
production team can create the assets.

organizing training courses as well.

The Asset Database

This section of the handbook contains

They range from the general dealing

As assets are created and reviewed,

quite a lot of technical information,

with interaction design and

they are best stored in a database.

which is necessary to give an idea of

multimedia production planning,

Useful tools for this purpose include

the capabilities of CD-i as a

to those that focus on a particular

MediaStockroom which creates a

multimedia platform.

platform, like CD-i.

project database and technical data
sheets for every asset that are updated

Graphics

as assets are modified.

Traditionally, graphics played a great role

The programme also supports

in multimedia titles, as they are

retrieval utilities.

(technically) easy to produce and take

For keeping track of individual assets

up only a moderate amount of

in the vast mass of files and

memory space. Graphics play an

documents generated throughout the

essential role since they are used for

production, a pre-prepared list of

menu screens, slide shows, cells of an

filenames and version names is

animation, backgrounds for text

invaluable. Software engineering

screens, control bars and overlays.

offers many valuable techniques for
this purpose, such as file management,

• use

change management and

With the advent of MPEG video,

documentation.

I 2

the role of still images is somewhat
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diminished. Indeed, MPEG allows

a digital format which can then be

requirements. Table 4.1 lists the most

spectacular effects, but a capable

edited or retouched in a image

frequent coding types and some

programmer can work wonders with

manipulation programme like

critical characteristics.

graphics too, thanks to the CD-i

Phoroshop.

screen composition. A CD-i screen

There are some rules when designing

Image coding can be done with ICU's

consists of 4 planes. See figure 4.1.

screens for CD-i:

(Image Conversion Utilities) like

• CD-i has half the resolution

MediaStockroom or the Photoshop

(sharpness) of a regular TV, implying

plug-ins, external encoding utilities

that CD-i screens are most effective

that can be called up in Photoshop.

with large visual elements or text fonts.

For batch encoding, Debabelizer

• CD-i is viewed on TV's. In a CD-i

offers a wide range of options and

screen, all critical information is

coding input and output formats,

placed within a safety area, i.e. an area

providing universal graphics

that will be visible on any TV

processing and manipulation.

This precaution is necessary because
some TV's do not show the full image.

Figure 4. I The CD-i screen compositi.on

Type

Description

Size

Colors

Use

Digital Video plays in the backdrop

RGB 5:5:5

5 bits per component

PAL210 Kb

32,768

detailed images

plane. The background an,d

DYUV

Delta YUV

16,777,216

natural images

256

graphics

128

graphics

16

graphics

NTSC 180 Kb

images and animations. In the cursor
plane, the cursor moves.By working

PAL 105 Kb
NTSC 85 Kb

foreground plane can contain still
CLUT8

8 bit color look-up table

PAL 105 Kb
NTSC 85 Kb

CLUT7

7 bit color look-up table

PAL 105 Kb
NTSC 85 Kb

with transparency, animations and

CLUT4

4 bit color look-up table

PAL 105 Kb
NTSC 85 Kb

transitions between the background
RLE7

Run-Length var of CLUT7

I to 100 Kb

128

and the foreground plane, CD-i can
display very attractive visual effects.

cartoon animation,

simple graphics

RLE3

Run-Length var of CLUT4

I to 100 Kb

16

cartoon animation,
simple graphics

Table 4.1 CD-i graphics encoding types

• creation

• conversion

Graphics can be produced in different

When a screen has been created, it is

ways. Existing images such as

encoded; the conversion is required

drawings, photo's and slides can be

because CD-i works with specific

scanned in with a digital camera

image formats. The coding type

(CCD) or a flatbed scanner. An image

depends on a number of factors, such

capturing board converts the image to

as image type and memory

The Producer's Handbook for Mult media Authoring on CD-i
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The programme automatically

channels, so theoretically, a disc could

• conversion

recognizes, translates and writes over

be produced in 32 independently

PCM is unsuitable for CD-i

30 graphics and animation formats.

selectable languages that can be

purposes:the edited audio signal is

switched at any moment in the

converted in a more compressed

• output

programme, opening up a host of

format referred to as AD PCM

The output of the graphics production

business opportunities for the creative

(Adaptive Delta Pulse Code

audio wizard.

Modulation). There are different

phase are a number of image files,
encoded in a CD-i format.

quality levels in AD PCM, and the

input
slides, photo's, video frames, objects

• creation

choice for a level depends on the

Audio can be created with any

nature of the audio and the memory

instrument or voice, but it is first

creation
scanners, image editing software

space taken up by other assets.

digitally recorded in PCM (Pulse

conversion
image conversion utilities (ICU's)

output
CWT, run length, DYUV, RGB files

Code Modulation) format for further

The AD PCM levels are listed in the

processing. PCM is the audio format

table below, together with some

used for CD-DA's. For editing the

characteristics.

audio, several programmes are
available, e.g. SoundTools or

The audio encoding can be done with

Pro Tools. With these programmes,

ACU's (Audio Conversion Utilities)

the audio signal can be e.g. filtered,

like Audio Stack. MediaStockroom

• use

enhanced or otherwise controlled and

contains conversion tools for audio as

Audio can enliven a CD-i title in many

modified by adding effects such as

well. Audio can also be coded for CD-i

echoes, fades and gain ad.

in an even more compressed format

Audio

ways. There may be voice overs,
music, sound effects or short feedback

than AD PCM, called MPEG. It is

sounds like a click or a beep.

explained in the section on Video.

Moreover, CD-i allows up to 32 audio
ADPCM Level A

Very high quality and noise free- subjectively as good as CD-DA.

stereo

85 Kbyte/s

I MB = appr. 12 s

650 MB = 130 min

mono

42 Kbyte/s

I MB = appr. 24 s

650 MB= 260 min

ADPCM Level B

High quality and noise free - FM radio quality, good for music.

stereo

42 Kbyte/s

I MB= appr. 24 s

mono

21 Kbyte/s

I MB = appr. 48 s

ADPCM Level C

_6
_5_0_M_B
_ =_2_6_
0 _m_in_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
650 MB= 520 min

Reasonable quality - AM radio quality, good for voice.

stereo

21 Kbyte/s

I MB = appr. 48 s

_65_0_M_
B_=_5_2_0_m_i_n_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

mono

IO Kbyte/s

I MB = appr. 96 s

_65_0_M
_ B_=_I_0_40
_ m_in_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Table 4.2 ADPCM levels

I 'I
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• output

72 minutes of video can be squeezed

second, a far cry from the

The output of the audio production

on a single compact disc. MPEG-1 is

30,000 Kbyte required for the original

phase is a number of audio files,

a generic standard guaranteeing

uncompressed video data. So in order

coded in AD PCM format for

platform-independent playback on

to put the original video signal on

inclusion in the CD-i programme.

any machine fitted with an MPEG

disc, it has to be reduced by 200: 1!

decoder. So far, MPEG-1 video can be

input
voice, music

played back on CD-i, Video-CD,

Encoders achieve this rate by selecting

CD-ROM players and games

only the essential data for

platforms like CD 32, 3DO and Atari

reconstructing the original images and

Jaguar.

sounds, on the basis of psycho-

In fact, video has become the focus of

acoustic models and perception

multimedia programmes as consumers

models. Additionally, video

view it as an essential component, and

compression relies very heavily on

Digital Video

hardly any titles are currently

coding differences between values

Basecase CD-i, i.e. players with no

produced without it.

rather than actual values.

creation
PCM, sound editing tools
conversion
audio conversion utilities (ACU's)
output
ADPCM files

DV cartridge fitted, accommodates
moving images under the form of

Compression is necessary for

• creation

partial motion (i.e. upto 15 frames per

2 reasons:

The production process is fairly linear.

second) animations of DYlN's or run

- saving storage space:

- Preprocessing:

length images. DYlN's are used for

Storage media like CD's or hard disks

Video and audio are filtered because

partial screen movies with natural

have a limited capacity. To store on

noise and artifacts may interfere with

images, while run lengths are ideal for

these media the huge amounts of data

the encoding and deteriorate the

full screen cartoons.

contained in a piece of music, film or

output quality.

A far more economical way for

video, the data will have to

presenting full screen full motion

substantially reduced. For instance,

video on CD is Digital Video,

a second of original video data would

the most exciting video development

amount to 30,000 Kbyte, so a single

of the decade.

disc could hold no more than
24 seconds of uncompressed video.

• use

- saving bandwidth:

Digital Video is VHS quality video and

Player bandwidth,(the amount of data

CD-DA quality audio in a

the player can decode per second),

compressed format. Thanks to

is limited. A CD-i player, for instance,

MPEG-1 compression standard,

can funnel about 172 Kbyte per
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- Capturing & Encoding:

- Disc building:

different window sizes, and

The video and audio are captured

The realtime file minimally requires a

multiplexing of multiple video and

onto a compurer and encoded by

software application that plays it back,

audio streams.

software or hardware encoders.

usually referred to as the 'engine.'

- the White Book standard:

The output are raw MPEG-1 video

The engine usually implements menu

White Book video can be played back

streams and audio streams.

screens, subtitling, language controls

on any platform with an MPEG

- Multiplexing:

and video controls such as Stop, Pause,

decoding board. It is a fixed subset of

The seperate audio and video streams

Play, Scan Forward, Scan Backward.

the Green Book encoding

are then combined in a process called

Apart from an engine, the DV can be

specifications so the encoding options

multiplexing. They are combined in

combined with any other assets in the

are more limited -only one window

such a way they can be decoded

disc building phase.

size, and a single(stereo) audio channel.

synchronously. Multilingual video can

For multiplexing, mastering and disc

be created by combining a video

building, tools are available in the

Different encoding systems are

stream with different audio streams,

Video CD Toolkit.

available. While hardware-based

or several video streams can be

real time systems like Delta Vx or

combined in one file so the user can

• encoding

Delta Ve are less expensive and

jump from one stream to another,

The two standards for video encoding

obviously fast, at the time of writing

allowing interactive movies.

are CD-i full motion video, also called

the quality they deliver is perfect for

The output is a multiplexed stream.

the Green Book standard, and

professional applications, but not yet

- Mastering:

Video C D, often referred to as the

up to consumer market standards.

To play realtime from CD-i,

White Book standard. See table 4.3.

For the consumer market, software-

the multiplexed stream has to be

- the Green Book standard:

based nonrealtime encoders take

converted to a realtime file in a

Green Book encoding can only be

longer but produce the best quality.

process called mastering.

used on CD-i and is the most flexible

Philips has developed non-realtime

standard, allowing different

encoding software for the Sun and

video/audio bit rate tradeoffs,

Silicon Graphics platform.

Video

Green Book
White Book

bit rate

picture rate

window size

up to 1.5 Mbit/s

24/25/30

from I 6x 16 to 240/280x384

fi xed 1.152 Mbit/

24/25/30

fixed 240/280x352

Audio

Green Book
White Book

bit rate

sampling frequency

modes

32 to 448 Kbit/s

44.1 KHz

mono, (joint) stereo, dual channel

224 Kbit/s

44.1 KHz

(joint) stereo, dual channel

Table 4.3 Green Book and White Book audio and video encoding specifications
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• service providers

facility needs a list of specifications.

- the required files: depending on the

Since encoding systems generally require

The specifications include:

authoring tool, realtime files (.rtf),

a large investment, it may be more

- the encoding format: White Book

multiplexed files (.mpg or .mmd),

economical to encode audio and video

for Video CD or Green Book for

entrypoint files (.pep) and/or delta

at an external facility.

CD-i.

files (.dlt) may be required to integrate

There are some standard requirements

- the encoding specifications: bit rate,

the Digital Video in a CD-i or

for submitted video material. See table

window size, sampling frequency,

Video-CD application.

4.4. Apart from these, the service

audio mode and others.

Which encoder should be used
depends on the DV quality required.

Practical requirements for MPEG encoding
Video
I
Deliver video (PAL or NTSC) on Digital Betacam, Betacam SP or DI for best resu ts,
preferably master tape or I st generation copy. Most preferable signal (in descending

• output
The output of the video production

order): digital component, analog component, digital composite, analog composite.

phase is a number ofMPEG-1 files.

Record EBU or SMPTE colour bar on tape (preferably 75% saturation). VITC and LTC
timecode should be present on tape. VITC must be equal to LTC. At least 5 seconds of
timecode should precede the sequence to be encoded. Time code should be

,n

ascending order The video should be professionally recorded and with a view to ~PEG
. MPEG-1 video has a maximum bandwidth of about 1.5 Mbits/s. If there is more
enco d mg.
h
l'ty will
data than the encoder can properly encode within this bandwidth, t e image qua I •
.
h
lt'ng in e g blocking blurring or loss of detail. Some typical
deteriorate somew at, resu '
' ..
'
MPEG pitfalls you should try to avoid are:
, heavily saturated colours • sharp contours, sharp focus vs soft, natural edges

, long shots vs close ups
• sharp contrasts vs gradient transitions
, explosions, fire, lightning, wa ,.
-• thin lines in graphics an animations less than 2 pixels

preprocessing
digital video and audio filters

capturing and encoding
video and audio boards and encoders

multiplexing

, long fast-motion sequences
• fades and dissolves from dark to light or vice versa vs cuts
, slow motion video (not film}

input
video tape

multiplexing software

u

('.)

mastering
mastering software

output
MPEG-1 realtime file

disc building
disc building software
Audio
..
.
e with SMPTE timecode.
Audio especially music, on a d1g1tal medium, e.g. DAT tap ,
If mat:rial is only available on Betacam (PAL or NTSC), use the FM audio (AFM) channels
rather than the longtitudinal (LNG) channels.

Synchronization
.
When audio and video are provided on different media (video on Betacam, audio on
DAT, the media should have the same timecode basis (corresponding SMPTE time code).
Delivered timecodes on paper have to match the source frame accurately.
Table 4. 4. Source asset requirements
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Authoring

level and low-level. While formerly,

MediaMogul can be expanded with

a low-level general purpose computer

additional plug-ins or C language

• use

language was the only solution for

subroutines.

One of CD-i's many strengths is the

writing a progam, nowadays,

MediaMogul can combine video,

speed with which it retrieves and

designers as well as computer

audio and graphics into sequences and

displays the assets on screen.

programmers can create retrieval

interactive branches that respond to

These and other functions are

programmes for CD-i using high level

user selection, all via easy to use point-

executed by the CD-i sofrware, and

tools. There are a number of high-

and-click interfaces.

the process of developing it is referred

level authoring tools available to

to as authoring. The CD-i sofrware is

create prototypes or simple interactive

MediaMogul features four integrated

basically there for delivering the

programmes. Programmers will most

software modules:

content files according to user input.

likely create programmes in C or C++,

In File Director you can manage the

It may typically invoke such functions

aided by libraries with standard

assets, preview them and edit scripts.

as highlighting buttons on the menu,

routines for more complex interactive

The Script Writer lets you insert assets

playing a sound map, linking to

programmes.

and define transitions in columns on a
timeline. Each column represents a

another screen while performing a
transition berween the rwo screens,

High-level Authoring Tools for

time at which a video or an audio

playing a digital video sequence while

Designers:

event occurs.

displaying an overlay border over the

A high-level authoring tool is basically

With the Editor, you can create

DV and showing a video control bar

a collection of integrated sofrware

hotspots on the screens to allow for

when the user presses a button.

routines and utilities with a user-

user interaction.

friendly interface and built-in facilities

Art Studio is a graphics editor with a

• creation

to automatically handle external

variety of functions to create and edit

Developing software for CD-i can be

inputs from analog or digital devices.

CD-i images.

It has functions for easy construction

To preview the programme without

of interactivity, branching on a variety

having to compile it, it can be played

of conditions and extensive end-user

from hard disk with MediaMogul

navigation.

Simulation software.

MediaMogul is a good example of a

The disc building sofrware for

high-level authoring tool for CD-i.

MediaMogul is Script2Disc, which

A CD-i application can be built in a

builds a disc image out of the assets

few hours, and as the user's skills

and the script sequences. The disc

develop and multimedia needs

image can then be emulated for final

become more sophisticated,

check-up.

done in rwo ways referred to as high-
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Low-level Authoring Tools for

Balboa is based on the following

• output

Programmers:

principal elements:

The output !of the application creation

Until recently, the production of
complex CD-i titles was a substantial

- an engine for dispatching functions

phase is

when they are called

j computer application

compilej in CD-RTOS to meet the

undertaking, requiring the talents of

- an engine for processing signals

specifi~ tmands of the CD-i

software specialists who approached

- a modular architecture of sixteen

operatm system.

each title as a unique custom task.

managers, which allows more than

This may still hold true for specific

one logical programme to run at any

applications like games, but there are a

given time.

1

S INTEGRATION &
TESTING

number oflow-level tools available

Balboa is a flexible, transparent

which ease the task, such as Balboa.

environment. Experienced CD-i

The Balboa C libraries form a

programmers can write directly for

All the assets produced in the Asset

development environment for CD-i

CD-RTOS, and combine those

Production phase are combined in the

programmes, together with a C cross-

functions with Balboa functions.

compiler and disc building and

Integration phase. The integration
process usually consists of:

emulation tools. Balboa is in essence a

• compiling

- simulation

library of ready-to-use CD-i

The application programme created in

- disc building

programme utilities organised in a

the authoring process has to be

- emulation

group of managers, each of which

compiled for the CD-i operating

The essential integration is performed

consists of a collection of functions.

system, CD-RTOS, short for

in the disc building process; the two

A CD-i tide can use a Balboa manager

Compact Disc Real Time Operating

other steps serve debugging and

to handle a given CD-i element such as

System. CD-RTOS is a multitasking

quality control purposes.

a video display, an animation, a sound,

operating system, which means it can

cursor control timers and so forth.

deal with more than one process at a

Balboa has two key benefits:

time. CD-RTOS also enables the

- as an interface between the creative

realtime playback of assets, meaning

team and CD-RTOS, it allows the

that the data is played back as it is

programmemer to concentrate on

read from the disc. Realtime operation

creative issues, rather than the

and multitasking are essential to the

complexity of CD-i hardware.

interactive capacity of CD-i.

- the difficulty of designing for an

When the viewer interacts or reacts,

interactive, user-driven environment

the system must be able to respond

is resolved by Balboa's use of

instantly and in real time.

hierarchical facilities.
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• simulation

non-realtime files. Non-realtime or

• emulation

When all assets are collected on one hard

yellow files are used for e.g. the data

Before actually burning the disc image

disk, the CD-i programme can be

from the application programme and

on a CD, it can be previewed with an

simulated. The simulator is a piece of

information about fonts, while video.

emulator. The emulator is a hardware

software that provides a CD-RTOS

audio and graphics data are encoded

device connected to the hard disk in

layer for the collected assets so they

as realtime or green files.To guarantee

the workstation on which the disc

can be played back from the hard disk

that all the realtime file data reaches

image resides. The emulator mimicks

with the full functionality of the

the processors in time, these files must

a CD-i player and plays back the disc

finished programme. This allows the

be carefully mapped on the disc.

image as if from an optical disc,

producer to check the quality of the

The Compact Disc consists of a long

allowing additional debugging and

assets and the functionality of the

linear spiral of sectors. A sector is the

functionality testing. Emulation

programme as he runs through the

smallest accessible data unit on a CD,

differs from simulation in the respect

title, correcting bugs on the way.

with a storage capacity of 2048 bytes.

that all the files now do have the CD-i

However, the files on the hard disk do

Realtime files are distributed over

layout and can be tested for

not yet have a CD-i layout, so seek

these sectors with a technique called

synchronisation and seek time.

time and synchronisation issues

sector interleaving. Bits of video are

cannot be checked at this level.

carefully alternated with the right

• output

amount of audio and other data to

The output of this phase is a CD-i disc

• disc building

ensure that delivery through the

image, basically one very large computer

The specific CD-i layout of assets is

processors is synchronized.

file incorporating all the assets and the

achieved in the disc building step.

This complex process of interleaving

application programme in a CD-i format.

The complexity of this process is

is automated in the CD-i disc

hidden by the software tools, which

building tools . In laying out the data,

take care of the actual disc building.

these tools carefully calculate the

A CD-i contains both realtime and

geography of the realtime file,

2 0

6 P R O D UC E R TEST

the proper sequence in which the data

The tests the producer can do

is to be fed to the player and the

encompass a quality check of:

variable factors of disc access.

- game play

During this layout process, the array

- functionality

of files are geographically positioned

- audio levels and quality

in a linear track, ready for mastering.

- image luminance and quality

The result is a perfect image of the

- error handling detection

future CD data spiral, referred to as

- use of various input devices

the disc image of the programme.

- safety area

The Producer's Handbook for Multimedia Authoring on CD-i

During the test, both functional and

(FPD), which establishes some

• large editions

technical quality are verified.

minimum engineering and design

For larger editions, the title is replicated

This includes functionality testing, or

requirements.Testing may be done by

at a pressing plant. The process is

the search for basic problems such as

the producer, or it may be

similar to chat of pressing an audio

crashes and freezes. It includes

subcontracted to external facilities.

Compact Disc.

technical testing, or verifying chat all

Usually, the pressing plant receives a

audio, chroma and luminance levels

• acceptance test

data tape with the disc image, which

are consistent throughout the disc.

Additionally, the disc image may have to

is then reproduced on a master and

The tests also check whether all the

undergo a formal test at Philips Media

replicated on polycarbonate Compact

title's functional elements fit in a

referred to as the Acceptance Test.

Discs.

minimal display area for compatibility

These requirements are set by Philips to

with all existing television standards

guarantee the worldwide compatibility

• disc label, inlay and booklet

and tolerances.

of the title and a minimum level of

A key element which is often overlooked

In addition to checking for normal

user-friendliness. The tests are very

is the need to provide artwork for the

behavior, testers should intentionally

similar chose of the producer.

disc label, the inlay and the booklet.

misuse the tide. This might include

Additionally, some titles may require

multiple hits on input devices or

• output

special packaging to increase their

movement of the cursor outside the

The output of this phase is a disc image

attractiveness. All artwork and other

screen boundaries. Such testing is

that successfully passed all tests.

materials should be provided to the

especially relevant on tides targeted

replication plant as early as possible to

for children.

avoid delays in replication.

During the technical test, the disc is

7 REPLICATION

played on all current players to check

Pressing plants can provide guidelines
explaining their procedures.

for compatibility, and the bitstream is

When the final disc image is finished,

verified with regard to error

it can be replicated.

detection/correction, memory use and
similar issues.

• limited editions

In short, the producer makes sure that

For editions smaller than 25 discs, it is

all elements of the disc image are

more economic to make individual

correct so it is ready for replication.

copies using the recordable CD

The reference for these tests are the

format or WORM. There is a wide

CD-i Full Functional Specification and

range of CD recorders on the market

the Final Product Delivery document

for chis purpose.
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Chapter

THE PRODUCTION TEAM

• output

the project manager

The output of the replication phase is a

The project manager at the development studio
coordinates the development of the title, in close

fully finished CD-i title, ready for

consultation with the customer.

the interaction designer

distribution and sale.

The interaction designer develops the interactive
structure of the title, searching for the best

Developing an interactive multimedia

interface between the user and the content of the

title requires a multitude of skills from

disc.

different disciplines, some of which

the art director

are very new, like software interface
and interaction design. On the other

creation of the visual assets.

the graphic designer

hand, existing disciplines can offer a
lot of helpful techniques. Multimedia

The graphic designer produces the artwork for
slides, menus, bumpers, animations.

the software engineer

project management is a formidable
task in view of the many tasks and

The art director is responsible for coordinating the

The software engineer develops the interactive
application programme.

the audio engineer

assets generated by a project, but it

The audio engineer records and edits audio, and
may possibly create it as well.

can borrow a number of useful

the video engineer

The video engineer records and edits the video.

techniques from software engineering,

the scriptwriter

The scriptwriter is responsible for scripts and

such as change management and

storyboards, and may also document the project.

the content specialist

documentation procedures.

The content specialist gathers the relevant

The tasks and skills of the production

background information and ensures their

team include:

correctness.

the asset specialist

The asset specialist takes care of agreements and
rights for assets.

the audio-visual director

The audio-visual director may direct video or
audio recording and editing sessions.

Of course, there is not always need for every role to be performed by a separate
person. Several of them may be combined in one person.
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WHAT PHILIPS MEDIA CAN

Do

FOR

You

Philips Media is an active publisher

The distribution department can also

Technical Support & Training

and distributor of multimedia titles,

provide marketing and packaging

Courses

investing in and supporting the

services.

development of multimedia software
through various departments.

To support CD-i studios, Philips
Media has also set up support centres

Cooperation between independent

in different parts of the world.

producers or publishers and Philips

It offers technical support to CD-i

Development Support and

Media can take three forms:

developers as well as training courses

Distribution

- Philips Media as publisher: projects

on the various aspects of

Philips Media's electronic publishing

fully financed by Philips Media's

development, including CD-i design

department publishes multimedia

electronic publishing department

and production planning, using low-

titles for the consumer market and

- Philips Media as co-publisher:

level and high-level authoring tools,

actively seeks cooperation with other

projects partly financed by Philips

MPEG-1 encoding. For training,

publishers and producers. The task of

Media's electronic publishing

support and advice you can contact

the European part of Philips Media's

department.

the nearest dealer or Philips

electronic publishing department is to

- Philips Media as distributor: projects

initiate and develop titles.

developed and fully financed by

The actual production of titles is

third parties, but distributed by

usually subcontracted to (external)

Philips Media's distribution

multimedia studio's. The titles can be

organization. They may be partially

new, original titles for one or more

financed by distribution ad:vances

countries, or conversions of the

and guarantees.

Interactive Media Centre, Belgium.

original tides for local countries.
The tides will subsequently be

Development Hardware and

marketed and distributed by the Philips

Software

Media distribution organization.

Philips Media has established a sales
organization for CD-i authoring tools

Philips Media has a distribution

with contact persons and distributors

company for both its electronic

all over the world. The product

publishing and external publishers

catalog includes all tools for a

and producers. Titles may be

complete development setup.

produced by external companies and

For more information and addresses

marketed and distributed under the

of!ocal dealers please contact Philips

responsibi~ity of Philips Media

Interactive Media Centre, Belgium.

distribution.
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ADDRESSES

For more information please contact:

Philips Media Publishing Europe

Philips Media Distribution Europe

Philips Interactive Media Centre

Publishing Director

Distribution Manager

Maastrichterstraat 63

Tottenham Court Road 188

Tottenham Court Road 188

B-3500 Hasselt

London WlP 9LE

London WlP 9LE

Belgium

Tel: +44 171 911 3000

Tel: +44 171 911 3026

Tel: +32 11 242167

Fax: +44 171 911 3040

Fax: +44 17 1 911 3040

Fax: +32 11 242168

E-mail: avtar@ppi.philips.co.uk

E-mail: suppon@pimc.be and
sales@pimc.be
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